
04/03/2020 
 
Dear Simmi and Corinne,  
 
I am writing this regarding objections for Premises Licence Application of 48 Lanterns Way, 
 
We will be respectably follow those terms and conditions as below. 
 
1) No cooked food will be sold. 
Regarding cooked food, doesn't get confused with every one.  
------------------------------------- 
we are ensure no cooking smell come out from our unit, because we don't have kitchen, won't do 
any restaurant cooking in the supermarket 
but during company promotion we give out small hot tasters for customers to try out but we don't 
offer them as hot food for purchase. 
 

2) Opening time will not beyond 11pm. (Yes) 

3) Sale of alcohol will have robust control on age verification. (Yes)  
4) Hours of sale alcohol to be reduced where this cannot be till closing time. 
(we will only sales alcohol from opening until closing. no other time) 
 
5) We will be recruiting Security guard to help reduce ASB and helping with door entrance There will 
no rubbishes left outside the bin room, will keep clean and tidy (Yes, business busy hours. Please 
consider this is huge cost for small business, we will try our best to ensure that) 
 

6) The outside lights will be off by no later than 11pm (Yes ) 

 
 
 
I would like to mention : For Security guard 
------------------- 
 
We have security during busy business hours a few days in the week, most are at weekend.  
Because the cost, we couldn’t afford to hire full time, but we will try our best.  
 
Security will be patrolling on foot in and out the store and monitoring cctv cameras.  
 
Security will be there to protect staff as well as customers plus assist in the prevention of ASB 
around the store in and out  
 
We will be strict with the times we sell alcohol, and challenge age also, we will ensure we sell on 
according to the licence.  
 
Hopefully everyone satisfies with our condition.  
 
Best Regards, 
 
Tian Tian Market 
 


